Essen, April 15, 2019

With New Highlights, Back at Messe Essen Again:

Register for SCHWEISSEN & SCHNEIDEN 2021 Now

Optimised Hall Allocation Ensures Even Better Orientation

Welcome back! After its brief guest appearance in Düsseldorf in 2017 because of the modernisation work at the native Messe Essen, the world’s leading fair SCHWEISSEN & SCHNEIDEN will return to its roots in 2021. Exhibitors and visitors can look forward to an optimum fair environment, light-flooded, single-storey halls and ultramodern service facilities. With a revised thematic hall allocation, SCHWEISSEN & SCHNEIDEN will ensure even more structure and improved orientation. From now on, it is possible to register for the new edition of the world’s leading fair which will take place at Messe Essen from September 13 to 17, 2021.

"We are glad to be able to offer the best possible framework conditions to the world’s most important fair in the joining, cutting and surfacing sectors," according to the Head of Project Christina Kleinpaß. Together with the Advisory Board for the Fair, her team has developed a streamlined, optimised hall allocation for SCHWEISSEN & SCHNEIDEN. That will yield synergetic effects for exhibitors and visitors because it will make communication easier and guarantee efficient participation in the fair. The event will once more occupy the entire site of Messe Essen. In Halls 1, 1A, 2 and 3, it will be possible to find the areas called Surface Technology / Heat Treatment, Gas / Supplies / Filler Materials and Equipment / Safety / Health. One part of Hall 2 will be reserved for Quality Assurance.

Companies dealing with all aspects of Welding / Joining will have their places not only in the Galeria but also in Halls 4, 5 and 6. One part of Hall 6 as well as the entire Hall 7 are being planned for exhibitors from the field of Cutting. Ranges on offer for everything to do with Service / Digitalisation will be positioned in Hall 8 directly at the new East Entrance. In total, four entrances to the fair site will be available to SCHWEISSEN & SCHNEIDEN. So that the trade visitors will have sufficient time to obtain information about all the innovations, the fair will be open until 8 p.m. on the long Thursday.
Registrations Possible From Now On

From now on, exhibitors can register for SCHWEISSEN & SCHNEIDEN 2021 at Messe Essen. Thus, they can secure their places at the world’s leading fair in the joining, cutting and surfacing sectors. The event is extremely popular on the international level: Around 50,000 visitors from more than 120 countries came in 2017. These included, above all, decision takers from the following sectors: automobile and vehicle construction, shipbuilding, mechanical and plant engineering, pipe fabrication and pipeline construction, mining as well as the building trade, the chemical industry and the manufacture of metal products. These generated an order volume amounting to Euro 2 billion.

Further information: [www.schweissen-schneiden.com](http://www.schweissen-schneiden.com)